
SECTION III. 

EXCAVATION AT CHATPAT

By PROF. AHMAD HASAN DANI 

The excavatio11 of the small B uddhi,st site at Chatpat was under
taken to illustrate the occupation of many such hill bends, corners and se
cluded areas during the hey-day of the Kushanas. Away from the common 
rut of life but still within a visible dis tance of the gay Zif e of the world� 
steeped as it is in the terrestrial greenery and enlivened by the perenniai 
flow of the splashing water, these Buddhist settlements served as peaceful 
rendezvous for the seekers of happiness. The .laymen and women dedica
ted their prized treasures to these pl aces and kept them on for centuries. 
It is the quiet leisure that helped in the creation of the beautiful sculptures 
of tH.e Gandliara Art. The development of the art dep�nded as much on the 
patronage bf the people as on the availability of the 1n0!7-k-arti�ts who 
continued to manufacture the art specimens in the traditwUal stjle witli 
only rare examples of new varieties. The main aim .of the exqavatiqn was to 
gaiht!r more and more i,i-situ materia ls and search a. way iowaras. th;e re
consthcctio � bf a c#.r_oi191ogical scheme. Mr. Sardar M�l'ian:zma� .. _Kfia.YJ: th� 
Fieid. SitfleHhtJ!nd!n't of (he Departm ent of Archaeology was pft,na_ri'ly res
ponsllitJ fo� the eic:av.tition. The mate rials are pi·es�1-ited hJi-e in the words 
of p}()fessor baiil

. . . 

. INTRODUCTION: Mr. Rahatul lah Ja)·al, the then Political Agent of 
. ) . 

. 

J?ir,),>_laced at our disposal the services of an archaeological Inspector, Mr. 
Mohammad Shirin. His main duties w ere to go about in the State, detect the 
treasure hunters and find out the pla ces where they stealthily robbed the 
art materials in the darkness of the night. One such place was located near 
Chatpat,, �iteralll meaning th� pJac� of  h�ge ston� _ bl�ks .. Suell. stones lay 
plenflfolTy -�cattered in the fields and some had been removed by the villa
gers right to the ends of the fields. On examination these stories were found 
to .be th� sealing stones of the Bronze and Iron Age graves. Chatpat is a 
small village_ lying at a distance of fi.v� furlongs from the rn.ain Chakdara
Di� road cind about a mile and a half from Chakdara. The village came into 

· • ·  r •t • · • . t • 

e�is·��hce· about hundred years ago and was peopled by the labourers sent
by ttie landowners of Uchh and Chak dara. The village huts are seen from
t!-re triairi road amiqst green trees, perched on a slope of the hill that pro
ce.ed� north�ard: At this point the hill makes a sharp b 'end and sends out a
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spur eastward, thus creating a glen (Pl. 31 a.) that gradually descends 
down and allows the over-flow of a w ater spring. It is the water of this 
spring that makes a khwar and further helps in the Jiving of the villagers. 
We can cross over the eastern spur a nd go to the other side kno\vn as 
Shamalai. On that side there is another water spring which led to Buddhist 
settlements. Near the water spring t here are two caves, both of which were 
occupied by the Buddhists and also by the people ·who have left behind two 
good examples of stone axe, now preserved in the Dir Museum at 
Chakhara. The Chatpat Buddhist site ( Pl. 31 b.) is located two 
furlongs west of the village on the northern slope of the glen and 
comes right down to the very edge o f  the Khwar. From the height of this 
sequestered corner we can have a pie turesque view of the Swat river and 
of the greenery that it spreads around. The panoramic view at once reminds 
us of the high sense of beauty that the Buddhist monks possessed and of 
the particular care that they took in the selection of the site. Removed from 
the pleasures of the world but in full view of the wonderous beauty of 
nature, the Buddhists exemplify in th eir life the belief of looking at the 
flittering pleasures (rom the aloofnes s of calm meditation. The secluded 
corner at Chatpat no doubt gave to th e Buddhists the needed repose and 
tranquility of life. 

!he actual site had been tum ed into terraced fields by the local vil
lagers and the stones from the stupa s had been removed to build the sup
porting walls for the fields. Right from the level of the Khwar the terraces 
went up to a height of some fifty fee t along the slope of the hill and all over 
the ruins were scattered. The architec tural pieces and broken sculptures 
were scattered here and there. In late March 1968 Prof. Dani detailed Mr. 
Sardar Mohammad Khan and Mr. Fi daullah Sehrai to save the remaining 
materials and lay trenches in the preserved portion. Mr. Aurangzeb Khan 
was deputed by the Dir authorities to look after the financial commitments. 
While Mr. Mohammad Sabir took the photographs, Mr. Mohammad Daud 
Kamal drew up the plan and section. 

Method of Excavation: As the occupation she was a hill slope and 
the area had been given to terrace cul tivation and later to treasure hunting, 
it was useless to have the trenches in the grid fashion. What was necessary 
was to salvage the materials in a scientific way. It was therefore decided to 
lay five longitudinal trenches from the edge of the Khwar right up to the 
top occupation of the hill particularly in those areas where least disturban
ce was _suspected. These trenches were aligned north to south, each fifteen 
feet wide. Soon after the removal of the top soil the stumps of the stupas 
were exposed. As all the trenches gave evidence of identical stratification 
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it was finally resolved to preserve and draw only one main section (see Fig. 
5) across the occupation so that a complete sequence is built up. This sec
tion has enabled us to reconstruct the history of the site from the earliest
time to the last erection of the stupa s.

Chronology: Three main periods have been noted in the construction 
of the buildings at Chatpat. 

Period I. The first period starts with the making up of the paved floor in 
front of the original stupas. The make-up material, consisting of pot
sherds, gives to us the initial bracketing date for the start of the occu
pation at Chatpat. As the potte ry belongs. tq the Scytho-Parthian and 
the early Kushana period, it is clear that �he foundation of the Catpat 
Buddhist site was laid in the la te first century A.D. at the earliest. 
There is also another confi.rma tory evidence. A Kharoshthi inscrip
tion, found in the fir.st period, belongs to the earliest phase of the 
Kushana writing and hence pla ces the early constructions to the first 
century A.O. 

Period II: A number of square shaped votive stupas were erected in this 
period. Four of them were aligned in one direction with a short plat
form in front. There is no intern al evidence to give an absolute date to 
these constructions. 

Period Ill: To this period falls the las t building phase of the stupa No. 12 
and a row of niches· behind the I ine of the main stupas and also several 
other·votive stupas. It is this time that a step was added to the stupa 
No. 12. There is no internal evidence to provide for the absolute date 
of this building phase. But the style of construction is. identical with 
the stepped stupa built at Damkot, the last phase of the stepped stupa 
at Andan Dheri, and a series of niches built in ,the last -phase at Bam
bolai. If these comparisons are valid, this last phase should not have 
been built before four.th century A.D. 

As the cross-section ( Fig 5) cl early shows·, there are· two distinct 
periods of the construction of V. S. 12, in between which ·comes layer 
(2) consisting of loose earth, st ones, ashes and charcoal, The paved
floor, which underlines layer (3) must have been built along with the
first period of V.S. 12. Underneath this floor: was its make up, layer 

( 4) consisting of loose earth with pottery and sand. The pot sherds are
described below (Fig. 6).

No. 1 :- It is an incense burner of red ware, having hollow _in turned, 
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st�nd. The upper bowl has an out-turned lip', slightly straightened at
the. upP,er p<:1rt and the lower portion gradually cun1es. down to the 
stand. Several varieties of incense burners were found at Shaikhan 
'nheri in the early Kushana level, (see Ancient Pakistari, Vol 11, fig. 52", 
No. 5� 6, 7, and Fig. 53 No. 8) Out of these No. 6 has a similar stem 
though the cup resembles that of No. 5. From the Scytho-Parthian level 
of Shaikhan Dheri (Fig. 31 No. 11) a similar example has heen foJnci. 
The Chatpat variety continued i n this area and is found in Damkot in 
a slightly modified form. 

No. 2:- ls a neck of a red ware pi tcher and has a broad neck with 
squarish rim. It is comparable with No. 2. fig. 35 from Shaikhan 
pheri ( Ancient Pakistan Vol. 11 ). The latter comes from the Scytho
Parthian level. 

No. 3. is� neck �f a'red-ware pitcher, It ha::: a long neck and clubbed nm. 
S�ch rims are known in the earl y Kushana period. 

Nos. 4 & 5 are small sherds of grey wa re of rounded bowls and �ie compar
able with the Shaikha,n Dheri fi g. 46 No. 7. 

No. 6. is ·a red ware sherd· of a bowl. 
• ' • • • • ! I • � ' 

No. 7. is a piece of bowl of grey ware and is comparable with Shaikhan 
Dheri fig. 23 Nos. 4 and 6, coming from the Scyth�-Parthfan fovel. 

No. 8. is another red ware piece of bowl having incurved rim. 
No. 9. is a piece of grey-ware bowl with a thick r.im. 
No. 10. is a flat-topped rim of a big basin, common in the early Kushana period. 
No. 11 is an oil lamp with pinched m outh and flat base. 

The above comparisons suggest that the floor must have been very 
early in the Kushana period .. We are thus enabled to arrive at the initial 
date of the construction at Chatpat. 

A close study of the first period of V .S. 12 stupa reveals a system of 
architectural construction that is noted only in the cases of V.S. Nos. 3, 7, 9 
and 21: '.fhis identical fashion of construction suggests that all these stupas 
must have been built in the first phase. 

Period Ill: On the other hand the second phase of the construction of V.S. 
12 shows the incorporation of a niche on the top of the base of the 

sttipa. Such nkhes have also been found at Nimogram in S:wat. Here 
at Chatpat a series of such niches was built in a.row, numbering V.S. 
6, 33. 34, 35, 36, 37, 38 and 32 and a few more behind the stupas, num
bering V.S. i1, 18, 26, 28, 29, 30, Pf. 5, Pf: 6 and 31. Some were built as 
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a:F). afterthought like V.S. Nos. 1, Pf. 3, 19, 20, 22, 25 and 27. All these 
belcimg·to the ·third ,period of constrµction. 

Period II: In between these two come the votive stupas of the second 
period numbering V.S. 14, 15, 16, 17, 2, 4, 5, 8, 13, and 24. These votive 
stupas fall into two groups:- (a) l'hosewhich cluster. round the stupas 
of the first period and (b) those which are in a different alignment in 
a row, numbering 14, 15, 16, and 17. In the dr�wing ( fig. 4) by mjstake 
V.S. 14 is shown cutting V.S. 6. It is actually the other way round.
Thu�. after cor.l'.'ecting this mistake, we get the stratigrpphic evidence
to show this group -of the stupas to be earlier than the niches in the
back row. Similarly the plcµi itself shows the votive stupas of gr.oup
(a) to 'be earHer than the additions made in the third period. The last
period additions all lie in odd ·P, laces and have mostly niches above
the basement. 

Buildings: ,�fQ:re the :b4ildings were erected the corner of these liills 
was smoothly flattened and thr� different tiers were prepared. The Kh�ar 
(hill torrent) was to remain at the lo west level undisturbed in order to 
S\lpply water.. :Stone-flagged steps were built (Fig. 4) at the left end to go 
down to the water. The seconfi terrace, was deliberately prepared for the 
sacred stupas. It measures 141'x57'6" at the widest. The floor was made 
ready by ramming the earth and sand and it was held firm by erecting 
rough wall of stone (Pl. 3i ..a.) on the southern side. This wall, as the plan 
shows, did not go straight.·On the left half it had to be further widened to 
accommodate the s�\!pas of period II I. The floor was flagged with flat 
stones all over. In order to reach the third terrace a second staircase (pl. 
32 b) was .added ..at the left -end. 'I'he se steps led up to the top where the 
remains of a few surviving monastic cells were found. Unfortunately most 
of the walls .h�d fallen down .find it was, .difficult to trace the size of the 
monastery. In any case it aould not have.been a big one. 

The stupa remains (Pl. 32 a) in the second terrace stand out boldly 
in the background of the hill. As we climb from the bottom terrace of the 
Khwar along the steps on the left, we corpe up to the stone flagged floor 
and have a view of the stupas V.S. 25, 27, a niche in front of 27 containing a 
meditating Buddha (Pl. 3.4 a and b) i n  stucco, and then three rows of 
stupas all at an angle from the first two mentioned above, In the last row 
comes. the line of niches (Pl. 33 a) and at the right hand side is a group of 
the four -stupas. Today we go in th� reverse order as we approach from the 
neighbouril)g vi}lqge. The Khwar has cut down deeper bed and hence the 
steps on the left -si.qe �re hardly of any use. We climb up the new ramp at 
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